
REPORT OF TWO LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE CONVERSATIONS WITH SERINE. GUN ON SUNDAY 2/20/66 AND ON WEDNESDAY 2/23/66. - 

i gave Mr. Gun my name and teld him that I had a copy of his book, "Red Roses from Texas" . the English version that I had received from London. ec 

. Mrs Gus said that the English version was a bad translation from the French =~ that he didn't do the transiation and was not _ preud of it ~< but he verified the fact that Walthers had told him that he found a bullet ~ not just the place where a bulist hit = and had turned it over to an FBI man. oe 

I said that the book mentioned a "Secret Service agent" and Mx. Gun seid that he didn't think that there was any difference in the minds of the Dallas police <« that they used the terms inter~ 

Mx. Gun said that the picture in the book didn't have anything . te do with Walthers volunteering the information to him about find» eng the bullet. He said that it was on the next day, Saturday 11/23/63, that Walthers toid him about finding the bullet in the grass on the 

that he was making any sort ef investigation, They were simply both there, at the assassination site, talking about the aseassination, 

Mr, Gun said that he, himself, then took a picture of Walthers pointing to the spet where he found the bullet with the TSBD building in the background, After that, Mr. Gun showed Walthers the pictures that he had purchased at the newspaper office en the night ef 11/22/63, and Waithers pointed himself out in. the picture that appeared, finally, in the book, "Red Reses from Texas," | 

i asked if Walthers had described it as a whole bullet. or a fragment of a bullet? Mr. Gun said that walthers was e detective and that he told him he found “a bullet" and turned it over to the FBI man. Sinee waithers was a detective, Mr. Gun thought that, if it had been a fragment, that Walthers would have deseribed it a8 such. 
_ Er. Gun said thet he didn't know the identity of the uniformed | peligeman in the picture but that Bob Jackson, the Dallas Times~Herald photographer who took the picture should be able to identify him for me.
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